Genetics and Genomics in Nursing Community of Practice (GGNCoP): End User License Agreement

Definitions:

- **GGNCoP Materials**: Educational materials and assets developed copyrighted as part of the Genetics and Genomics in Nursing Community of Practice includes but is not limited to written, electronic materials, videos, experiential practices, simulations, modules, and animated assets.

- **Provider**: Johns Hopkins University School of Nursing

- **Sponsor**: Funding for this initiative comes from the Nurse Support Program II grant administered by the Maryland Higher Education Commission and funded through the Health Services Cost Review Commission.

- **User**: anyone who is employed by a School of Nursing or Healthcare organization and uses GGNCoP materials in a research, clinical, educational, or other setting.

- **Publicly Available**: GGNCoP- available at [https://nursing.jhu.edu/genetics-genomics](https://nursing.jhu.edu/genetics-genomics)

Thank you for your interest in the GGNCoP Materials. Please read our User Agreement carefully as we include information which applies universally to the use of all materials listed in the definition.

You understand and agree that the Provider gives access to GGNCoP Materials subject to this User Agreement. Provider reserves the right to update the User Agreement at any time.

Changes to the User Agreement will apply to new users, new instruments, and to new projects created by existing users after these changes are posted.

Use of the GGNCoP Materials, related materials, and services requires acceptance of all terms and conditions stated herein. You agree to abide by the GGNCoP User Agreement as a condition of using the GGNCoP materials. No modifications or additions to these User Agreement are binding upon Provider unless previously agreed to in writing by an authorized representative of Provider.

**Single Use, Reproducibility, and Distribution**

- The GGNCoP Materials are copyrighted. The English version of the GGNCoP Materials is publicly available for use without licensing or royalty fees for individual research or individual educational or clinical use. Such use of the GGNCoP Materials is “single use,” meaning solely for User’s research, clinical, educational, or other application per this request. Subsequent projects, research, clinical use, etc. requires a new Permission Request and new User Agreement.

- User shall not reproduce the GGNCoP Materials except as needed to conduct the authorized single use research, clinical, educational, or other activity. User shall not distribute, publish, sell, license, or provide the GGNCoP Materials by any means whatsoever, to third parties not involved with the authorized single use as stated above, without the prior written agreement of the Provider. Users must request permission to reprint the GGNCoP Materials for reasons not included in the single use case.
• Commercial Users must seek permission to use, reproduce, or distribute the GGNCoP Materials regardless of purpose, at all times.
• User agrees not to adapt, alter, amend, abridge, modify, condense, make derivative works, or translate the GGNCoP Materials without prior written permission from the Provider. User may use parts of the materials (case study or power point) without permission.
• User agrees and undertakes not to sell or incorporate the GGNCoP Materials into materials that could be sold without prior written consent from the Provider.
• To inquire about permissions, email Genetics-SON@jhu.edu

Indemnification
• User agrees and undertakes to indemnify and hold Provider harmless against any and all claims, loss or damage, including fees, penalties or fines and third-party claims, and attorneys’ fees arising from User’s use of the GGNCoP Materials. Further, User shall be obliged to indemnify, defend and/or hold harmless. Provider and its agents, trustees, officers, medical affiliates, employees, and their respective successors, heirs, and assignees against any liability, damage, loss, or expense incurred in connection with User’s use of the GGNCoP Materials.
• Consent to User’s use of the GGNCoP Materials is given ‘AS IS’, without any accompanying services or improvements. Provider does not accept any liability resulting from User’s use of the GGNCoP Materials. GGNCoP Materials are supplied to User with no warranties or representations of any kind as to the accuracy, currency, or the merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
• Neither Provider nor any party involved in creating, producing, or delivering any GGNCoP Materials shall be liable for any damages, including without limitation, direct, incidental, consequential, indirect, or punitive damages arising out of access to, use of, alterations of, or inability to use the GGNCoP Materials, or any errors or omissions in the content thereof.

Copyright References
• User will include Provider’s- “© Genetics and Genomics in Nursing Community of Practice, Johns Hopkins University, 2022, Use with permission only, All rights Reserved”- on all printed copies of any GGNCoP Materials in the same form as it appears on the document that User is downloading from this website or is receiving via email from the Provider.
• User agrees and undertakes not to remove the copyright mark which appears on any printed GGNCoP Materials. Use of the GGNCoP Materials does not and will not create any right, title, or interest thereof for User, other than the right to use the GGNCoP Materials under this User Agreement.

Publications and Presentations
• Any publication or presentation created from research, clinical, educational, or other applicable use of the GGNCoP Materials should include a statement that indicates which instruments were used and provide an appropriate citation.
Furthering Research

- Use of the GGNCoP Materials in clinical research is encouraged, with the understanding that data collected from that use will contribute to knowledge about the validity of its tools. USERS OF THE GGNCoP Materials ARE STRONGLY ENCOURAGED TO SUBMIT A BRIEF REPORT INCLUDING SAMPLE DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION, CLINICAL DATA SUFFICIENT TO characterize THE SAMPLE, AND SCORE DISTRIBUTIONS (E.G., BASELINE MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OR CHANGE SCORES). This brief report should be submitted to Genetics-SON@jhu.edu for internal review. None of this submitted information will be published without the written consent and participation of the submitter. In addition to the brief report, clinical researchers are encouraged to submit a final version of any translated material, presentation, or publication. Data ownership would remain with the submitter. Clinical researchers are strongly encouraged to collaborate with GGNCoP Material researchers when applying these items and banks to their research.